21M.380 Music and Technology
Sound Design

Reading Assignment 3 (rd3)
Starting with Pure Data (Pd)

Due: Tuesday, February 16, 2016, noon
Submit to: MIT Learning Modules → Assignments
0.5% of total grade

1 Materials to study


2 Installing and testing Pure Data (Pd)

2.1 Installation

If you have not already done so, I recommend that you use this assignment as an opportunity to install Pd on your computer. The syllabus contains detailed instructions for different operating systems. Please make sure you install the vanilla, not the extended version of Pd.

2.2 Testing audio

Once installed, use Pd’s Test Audio and MIDI… function to confirm that you can play back audio from Pd. If this is not working, try to troubleshoot through the Audio Settings… menu.

2.3 Getting help

Familiarize yourself with Pd’s help system under

- Help → Browser...
- Help → HTML Manual...
- Help → List of objects...
2.4 Getting used to editing patches in Pd

As an exercise, try to recreate all the Pd patches from today’s reading yourself, so you can familiarize yourself with switching between edit and run mode, using keyboard shortcuts to place objects and messages, etc.

3 Questions to respond to

1. Pd consists of a limited number of “objects” (those little boxes on the screen that represent anything from an oscillator to a multiplicator or filter, etc.) that communicate with each other through “messages”. What is the most fundamental message in Pd and what is its meaning?

2. Which two basic rules does Pd follow when it traverses data, in order to decide in which order to process that data?

4 Guidelines

- Your answers need not be very extensive (a short paragraph per question is enough), but they should demonstrate that you have actually read the article and understood its main points.

- Try to be concise and pay attention to form, grammar, spelling, etc.